Whitepaper
SCO experience for food retail

How to secure fixed
self-checkouts in a customer
friendly way?
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1. Introduction
Food retailers with self-checkouts in place will concur that shrinkage
levels increase. In this whitepaper we discuss measures retailers
can take to combat theft. EAS systems can be very effective in
reducing shrinkage, but when implemented poorly it will hurt the
customer experience.
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FIXED SELF-CHECKOUT (SCO)
Customers scan and pay their products at a
fixed terminal. This works particularly well for
customers with a smaller number of items.

2. Different
checkout solutions

SELF-SCANNING
Customers scan and bag products while
shopping. A handheld scanner provided by the

To avoid any confusion, we quickly want to

retailer is used to scan the items and brought to

discuss the most popular checkout solutions in

the checkout kiosk where the payment is made.

food retail. Today, traditional cashier operated

At some implementations the payment must

checkouts are still most common. However,

be made at a cashier operated checkout. Self-

we have seen a huge uplift in the adoption of

scanning is especially helpful for customers that

customer operated checkout solutions by food

buy a large number of items.

retailers over the last few years.
Within food retail, we distinguish between three
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types of customer operated checkouts: fixed
self-checkout (sco), self-scanning and mobile
self-scanning.

This whitepaper deals with securing
SCO

and

traditional

checkouts

MOBILE SELF-SCANNING
Similar to self-scanning, but customers use

only. We are currently working on

their own smartphone to scan the items while

an innovative secure (mobile) self-

shopping. They can also make the payment

scanning solution.

anywhere in the store and leave.

Interested in learning more?
Please contact us!
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3. Self-checkout is here to stay
Fixed SCO has been around for over two decades, but

It is expected that many customers will remain SCO

But self-checkout comes with a significant increase

non-scanning behaviour. This makes it difficult for

recently we have seen a huge uplift in the adoption

users even after everything has normalized. Therefore,

in shrinkage. The Adrian Beck Report “self-checkout

retailers to identify whether customers intended to

by food retailers. This trend is driven by increased

we believe that customer operated checkout solutions

in retail: measuring the loss” (2018) showed that the

non-scan items or if they were simply absentminded

customer expectations, cost savings, and additional

are here to stay.

losses in grocery stores with SCO were between 33%

and or poor at scanning items consistently. Proving

store space. Moreover, the COVID-19 turmoil seems

and 147% higher compared to stores without SCO.

intent is even more difficult and deciding whether

to be a catalyst for the adoption of SCO, forcing

This increase is mainly driven by a reduced sense

prosecutions can be made or not is potentially a

even more traditional retailers to adopt this type

of risk perception as all elements of the customer

legal and customers relations minefield. In any case,

of checkout. Customers want to minimize personal

journey can be completed without human interaction.

checking on a customer will heavily deteriorate the

encounters and therefore embrace the SCO.

Offenders also have ‘ready-made excuses’ for

customer experience.
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4. Securing SCO
RETAILERS ARE LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS TO
FIND THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE AND THE LEVEL OF SHRINKAGE

SECURING SCO
PARTIAL RE-SCAN AUDIT

A measure that aims to increase the risk perception, is to re-scan a selection of the items by a
supervisor. Partial re-scans are most effective when focusing on the high value products at the bottom
of the shopping cart or basket. Although this intervention increases the perceived risk of getting caught
non-scanning items, it is time consuming and stressful for both staff and customers. It is questionable
if the re-scan is effective enough to justify the negative impact on the customer experience. The ECR
report (2018) shows a substantial difference in the net loss rate between partial and full re-scan audits
for self-scanning. The net loss rate for partial re-scan audits was only 0,31%, while the number went
up to 4,68% for full re-scans. It is reasonable to assume that similar differences exist for SCO rescan audits. These numbers show that partial re-scan audits are still very vulnerable to shoplifting
techniques. Another reason could be that SCO supervisors are not conducting the re-scans as they are
intended for a variety of reasons.

EXIT CONTROL

Payment validation at the exit is a common way to secure the SCO experience. Customers receive
a code after payment, which they are required to scan in order to open the exit gate located in a
designated SCO area. This forces the customer to go to a payment terminal and pay at least for some
of the items. However, it doesn’t stop the customer from non-scanning other items, making it weak for
security purposes. Also, blocking the exit with physical gates is less customer friendly.
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SECURING SCO
ELECTRONIC ARTICLE SURVEILLANCE

Today, Radio Frequency (RF) technology is a popular technology in food retail to secure hot items.
Products are called hot items if they are both expensive and get stolen a lot. Retailers secure these hot
items by attaching an RF-label to it, which is deactivated at the checkout after the payment is made.
When the RF-label is not deactivated and the customer leaves the store an alarm will be generated
by the security gates. Attaching this label can be done very efficiently as part of the manufacturing
process, often referred to as source-tagging.
The same loss prevention strategy can be used at stores with self-checkout; However, it comes with
some additional challenges. The deactivation of the RF-label should be done while the customer scans
the barcode of the product, such that the customer does not have to perform a separate action. Also, it
is important that 100% of the labels are deactivated, because you always want to avoid an alarm from
honest customers. This is particularly hard, since you cannot instruct your customers to scan the items
in a certain way to make sure the label is always deactivated.

SCAN-VERIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES

Weight-based checking and video analysis of customer scanning behaviour can help to identify and
discourage dishonest customers. However, due to inaccuracies in the technology it generates many
false alerts, frustrating the customers and the staff. This has been the reason for many retailers to
switch it off.
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5. How to make EAS work for Selfcheckout?
Dealing with self-checkout challenges
We designed the “Smart Deactivator” to deal with

The plug-and-play Smart Deactivator has been

these SCO challenges. It allows the customer

helping major retailers all over the world to secure

to seamlessly scan their products, without any

their SCO in a customer friendly way. With more

special handling or instruction. We created our

than 100.000 pieces sold globally it has been

Smart Deactivator, such that it can deactivate

many retailer’s standard. The Smart Deactivator

labels on scanned items independent of its

is already integrated with most of the well-known

position or orientation. Making sure the RF-label

SCO suppliers.

6. Great, but what about hard tags?
Many retailers use hard tags such as bottle caps

So how does a customer deal with these items at

and safer cases to protect liquor and razorblades

the SCO. The Nedap Smart Deactivator can detect

for example. These tags cannot be deactivated,

all these types of hard tags when scanned, which

because they should never leave the store.

will send an intervention signal to the SCO staff.
This signal can be a notification, light or sound
depending on the requirements of the retailer.
This allows SCO-staff to detach the hard tags
from the items, while the customer is finishing
its payment. Reducing friction in the shopping
journey.

always gets deactivated, even if the customer
scans the product sideways or up-side-down.

Smart Deactivator: Save & Secure
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We use a smart mechanism that only sends a quick ‘deactivation burst’ right after the product is scanned. This
makes it very hard for dishonest customers to defraud the system. Furthermore, this mechanism causes the least
radiation exposure for customers and employees.

Nedap Smart Deactivator

Deactivation height

Deactivation height

Deactivator brand X

Energy consumption - continuous burst

Energy consumption - 1 peak burst / label
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Retailers with a well-designed loss prevention
strategy, can embrace the new era of self-checkout.
We explained that loss prevention measures can
reduce the level of shrink in a customer friendly way.
If you are looking for more information about our
“Smart Deactivator” or RF based EAS systems click
here to get in contact with our customer team.
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Questions?
We have the answers
Every industry has its own unique challenges and opportunities. Nedap Retail creates
unique solutions, geared to your industry, to help you take full advantage of social,
mobile, cloud, and analytics as you transform your business.
Contact Nedap nedap-retail.com/contact

more information | nedap-retail.com

